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Thus far in the development of quantitative social research there
are relatively few examples of dynamic, time-series models of sociopolitical processes. Cross-sectional analyses are predominant in the literature.
However, sociologists and political scientists are increasingly likely to
utilize time-series data in their empirical research as the advantages of

the historical-dynamic perspective become more widely appreciated, and
the scope and quality of longitudinal data improve. Hence it may be
useful a t this point to survey the problems of statistical estimation and
causal inference in the time-series context. This chapter focuses on the
implications of employing the classical linear regression model in the
presence of autocorrelated disturbances-a common situation in timeseries analysis that has important consequences for estimation and
inference.
The first section of the essay reviews the classic linear regression
model, which is among the most widely applied tools of quantitative
social science. The follomring section examines the consequences of timedependent disturbances and develops the theoretical solution-generalized least squares (GLS). Xext some empirically comnlon and mathematically tractable time-dependence models are considered, namely,
autoregressive and moving-average processes. This is follomred by a discussion of how the observed residuals can be analyzed to determine the
process generating the disturbance interdependence, and an evaluation
of what modifications in the original equation and estimation procedure
are therefore appropriate. Finally these issues are considered in the context of truly dynamic models, that is, models that incorporate lagged
endogenous variables on the right-hand side of the equation.
CLASSICAL LINEAR REGRESSION MODEL
Before dealing with the principal topics of this chapter, it is useful to review some of the key features of the classical linear regression
model, which has become a familiar analytic tool for most quantitative
social scientists. I n the classical model mTehave1

E(UU1) = a;l

X is fixed and has rank (K

(3)

+ 1) < T

(4)

where Y is a T X 1 vector of observations on the dependent or endogenous variable; X is a T X (1 K) matrix of observations on the K independent or exogenous variables and the intercept vector (of 1s) ; B is a

+

The results to follow could be shown without great difficulty to hold for
the case of stochastic regressors distributed independently of U . T o keep the exposition simple, I have retained the classical assumption of fixed X. Readers
familiar with these well-known derivations are encouraged to pass over this section, perhaps after glancing a t the key results.
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+

(1 K ) X 1 vector of coefficients to be estimated; U is a T X 1 vector
of disturbances; and E denotes the "expected value of," such that
E ( U ) = Zut prob(ut) = mean of U .
The first assumption of the classical linear regression model specifies that each observation on the endogenous variable Y can be expressed
as a linear function of the exogenous variables X plus the disturbance
U. In the more familiar scalar notation this is expressed simply as
Yt = Po x k PkXtk ul. The second property of the model implies
that the disturbances have no systematic components and therefore each
has zero expectation. The third assumption says that the expected value
of u: is a: for all t (constant variance-homoscedasticity) and that the
covariance of ut with ut+e is zero whenever 0 # 0 (no autocorrelation).
The final property of the classical model specifies that the X,k are fixed
in repeated sampling, uncorrelated with any omitted variables, and thus
independent of the disturbances ul.
Given sample data on Y and X and the prior (theoretical) assumptions of Equations (I) to (4), the researcher seeks to estimate the
model

+

+

such that the sum of the squared errors
definition 0 is expressed

0'0 is

minimized. Since by

ordinary least-squares estimation involves minimizing:

0'0 = (Y - XB)'(Y
=
=

- Xk)
Y'Y - Y ' X ~- ( x k ) ' ~ ( x k ) ' x B
Y'Y - ZR'X'Y kfx'xB

+

+

(7)

Solving for the parameters k so that 0'0 is minimized requires differentiating Equation (7) with respect to k :

By setting Equation ( 8 ) equal to zero and rearranging terms to
isolate k, we obtain the ordinary least-squares (OLS) estimator:
-X'Y

+ X'XB = 0

x'XB
(x'x)-'x'x~

B

=

=
=

X'Y
(XIX)-lX'Y
(XIX)-'X'Y

In the case of simple bivariate regression the OLS estimator in Equation
(9) has the familiar algebraic expression:
b=

C ( x t - -Z)(yt - F)
"

(10)

c (Xt - 9)2
1

A few additional preliminary results need to be established by
way of background to the main issues that follow. First it must be demonstrated that the OLS estimator k is unbiased; that is, on the average
it hits the target parameter(s) B.2 This is easily shown by substituting
the expression for Y in Equation (1) into the expression for ?l in Equation (9) :
k = (XIX)-lX1(XB U)
= (XIX)-lX'XB
(XIX)-lX'U
(11)
=B
(XIX)-'X'U

+
+

+

The unbiasedness of k is proved by taking the expected value of Equation (1l ) :
E(B) = B E[(XIX)-'X'U]
=B
[(XIX)-'X1E(U)I
by Eq. (4)
(12)
E(B)=B
byEq.(2)

+

+

Finally the variance of k in the classical model must be generated because great parts of the ensuing discussion evaluate the precision
and significance of parameter estimates when disturbances are autocorrelated. The variance-covariance matrix of the OLS estimator is defined as
var(k) = E[(B - B ) ( k - B)']
(13)

It is convenient to use the expression for k in Equation (11) and to rewrite Equation (13) as
var(k)

=
=

E[B + (XIX)-'X'U - B][B + (XIX)-'X'U
E[(XIX)-lX'U][(XIX)-lXIU]'

- B]'

E[(XIX)-lX1U U'X(XIX)-l]
(14)
[(XIX)-lXIE(UU') X(XIX)-'1
by Eq. (4)
= (x'x)-~x'(u:I)x(x'x)-~
by Eq. (3)
(since a: is a scalar quantity and the
var(k) = ot(x'X)-'
identity matrix may be suppressed)
In the more familiar bivariate case, the variance of the OLS estimator may be expressed:
=

=

var(8)

=

a E / c ( x ~- X)2
1

JIore formally, a n estimator is unbiased if

E(B) = B.

(15)
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I t is important to remember that least-squares regression computer programs (implicitly) assume the classical model of Equations (I)
to (4) and hence routinely output t,he estimate of B in Equation (9))
whose variance is given by (the diagonal elements of) Equation (14).
The sample estimates of these equations generate the t-statistic commonly used to evaluate the precision and significance of individual regression coefficients :
t

=

B/-

(16)

A UTOCORRELATED DISTURBAlYCES AND
GENERALIZED LEAST-SQUARES ESTIMATION

The Consequences of Autocorrelation
What are the consequences of serially dependent disturbances for
statistical estimation, hypothesis-testing, and causal inference? The
classical model is clearly no longer appropriate. In particular, assumption
(3) must be revised as follolvs:
E(UU1) = a:Q
(17)
where Q is a T X T, symmetric, positive definite matrix.
The D specification in the revised, generalized linear regression
model allou~sfor both heterosccdasticity (nonconstant diagonal elements)
and autocorrelation (nonzero off-diagonal elements). Hourever, we are
principally concerned with problems of time-series estimation and inference, and heteroscedasticity is conlmonly a cross-sectional problem. For
our purposes, then, the Q matrix is considered to have 1s in the diagonal
and autocorrelation parameters in the off-diagonal cells. Hence in scalar
notation Equation (17) implies :
2

E(utut+e) = a,

= Ye

for 0 = 0 (homoscedasticity)
for 0 # 0 (autocovariance)

(18)

where Y* is the lag 0 autocovariance.
Perhaps the first point to be made concerning t'he impact of autocorrelated disturbances is that OLS estimates remain unbiased. This important result is worth showing explicitly. Recall from Equation (11)
that the OLS estimator of B may be expressed:
Since in the revised, autocorrelation model X remains fixed or E(XIC)
remains zero, the OLS estimator still has expectation B:
E(B)
E(B)

=B
=B
=B

+ E[(XIX)-~XIU]
+ [(XIX)-IXIE(C')]

(20)

Hence it is possible to estimate a regression model in the conventional
(OLS) manner without danger of bias even if the disturbances are serially
~orrelated.~
However, the variance of B in the presence of autocorrelated disturbances is no longer that of the classical model in Equation (14), but is
var(8)

E[(B - B)(B - B)']
[see Eq. (14)]
E[(XIX)-lX'(UU1)X(X'X)-l]
=
by Eq. (17)
var(8) = uE (x'x)-~x'Qx(x'x)-~
=
=

E[(x'x)-~x'(cTEQ)x(x'x)-~]

(21)

Thus, when disturbances are interdependent, which frequently is
true in time-series models, OLS regression yields biased estimates of the
coefficient variances. Since the bias is generally negative, the estimated
variances and standard errors understate, perhaps very seriously, the
true variances and standard err01-s.~This produces inflated t-ratios, a
false sense of confidence in the precision of the parameter estimates, and
often leads to spurious attributions of significance to independent variables. hloreover the OLS estimate of the disturbance variance is also
biased, and since the bias is typically negative, R2 as well as t- and F-statistics tend to be exaggerated.
Again this result is straightforwardly demonstrated. Kote that the
true disturbances are never observed directly but must be derived from
the fitted model and hence are "filtered" through the Xs. Thus the residuals .iit are generated:

O=Y-XB
=Y-X(XIX)-lX'Y
byEq.(9)
= (XB
U) - X(X'X)-'X'(XB
U)
by Eq. (1)
= (XB + U) - X(XIX)-'X'XB - X(XIX)-'X'U
= (XB
U) - X B - X(XIX)-'X'U
= U - X(XIX)-1X'U
= [IT - X(XIX)-lX'] U
=MU

+
+

+

(22)

- X(XIX)-lX'].
where M = [IT
Equation (22) establishes that the residuals of the classic model
are a linear function of the unknown disturbances. The sum of the

As we shall see later in this chapter, this result does not obtain in dynamic models where lagged endogenous variables (Yt-0) appear on the right-hand
side of the equation, because then the assumption that regressors and disturbances are uncorrelated is no longer tenable.
T h e sign and magnitude of the bias hinge on the mechanism generating
the serial dependence and on the autocorrelation of the Xs. I return to this later
in this chapter.
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squared residuals-the quantity minimized by least-squares regressioncan therefore be expressed:

0'0 =
=
=
=

U'M'iZI U
U'M2U
(23)
U'hfU
(since M is symmetric and i d e m p ~ t e n t ) ~
U'[IT - X(XIX)-'X'] U
by Eq. (22)

The expected value of Equation (23) yields the classical estimator
of the disturbance sum of squares in terms of the true disturbance vari2
ance u, :
E(O'O)

=

E(h7'MU)
E tr(U'MU)

(since U'iZIU is scalar and therefore
equal to its trace)
= E tr(l1IUU')
(since t r AB = tr BA)
= a&tr M
(24)
= u: tr[IT - X(X'X)-'X']
by Eqs. (22) and (23)
= a&t r ( I ~ ) ~~[(x'x)(x'x)-~]
= u? tr(IT) - t r ( I ~ + l )
= U?(T - K - 1)
=

where K denotes the number of exogenous variables and tr denotes
trace-the sum of the diagonal elements of a matrix. Thus an unbiased
sample estimate of the disturbance variance in the classical case is given
by
6: = O'O/(T - K - 1)
(25)
In scalar algebra this is expressed as
6: =
QT/(T - K - 1)

c

(26)

t

tion of

When the disturbances are autocorrelated, however, the expecta0'0 is no longer a&t r M , but rather
E ( ~ O=
) tr(A1UU')
by Eq. (24)
= u? tr(NQ)
by Eq. (17)
= U& tr[Q - X(X'X)-lX'Q]
= U& tr G - tr(X'X)-'X'QX
= U& T - tr[(X'X)-lX'QX]

(27)
by the specification in
Eq. (17) that Q i s T X T
with 1s in the diagonal

X symmetr~cm atrix is a square matrix that is not changed by transposit ~ o n s, uch that -11' = JI and m,, = m,,; z Z 1 ; i j = 1, 2 , . . ., T. h symmetric,
ideml~otentm a t r ~ x1s one that is not changed upon m u l t i p l ~ c a t ~ by
o l ~itself, that
is, JI' = JI and 312 = JI. I t is easily verified that Jd in (22) and (23) is symmetric and idempotent by transposing and by squarlng ~ t .

Hence the classical OLS estimator of the disturbance variance is
biased to the extent that tr[(XIX)-lX19X] differs from tr[(XIX)-'X'X].
Furthermore this bias is negative (toward zero) whenever positive autocorrelation predominates in regressors and disturbance^,^ which is generally the case for socioeconomic and political time series.
This result has two implications that are of interest here. First
the var(B) is biased not only because (XIX)-lX'ilX(XfX)-I # (XIX)-I
2
[see (14) and (21)], but also because ~ ( 8 : ) # a,. Rlore importantly, this
means that if an equation is estimated via ordinary least squares when
regressors and disturbances are (positively) autocorrelated, the researcher will obtain a spurious underestimate of the error variance and
an inflation of the R2. The model will appear to provide a much better
fit to the empirical data than is actually the case.'
Nevertheless OLS regression in the presence of serially correlated
disturbances is not necessarily disastrous-especially when the functional form of a model is not in question because of well-established theory, prior empirical results, and so on. After all, the parameter estimates
are unbiased. More problematic and more typical, however, is the situation where the researcher analyzes many equations in the process of
evaluating competing hypotheses and equally plausible alternative functional forms. Given the characteristic collinearity of independent variables in such studies, the erroneous selection of variables or entire equations because of differential bias in t- and F-statistics can seriously impair
the causal inference-model building process. In time-series analyses of
this sort, it is clear that autocorrelation is no longer a comparatively
minor problem of estimation precision: if the sequential development of
complex, multivariate models is grounded on biased and unreliable decision rules, errors of inference may cumulate and far exceed those that
arise in a single analysis of a single equation.

The Theory of Generalized Least Squares
If the researcher has prior information about 9, that is, knowledge of the mechanism generating the disturbance time d e p e n d e n ~ e , ~
the difficulties outlined above can be avoided by applying the known 9
matrix to Equations (21) and (24). However, the sampling variances of
estimates secured in this way are needlessly large compared with those
See Goldberger (1964, chap. 5.4) and Malinvaud (1970, chap 13.4).

'Since time-series models typically have high R2's in any case, most of
the literature focuses on coefficient variances and t-statistics rather than on R2's
and (overall) F-statistics.
How such information can he obtained empirically from the observed
residuals is taken up later in this chapter.
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rendered by iiitken's generalized least squares (GLS).g Consider again
the generalized linear regression model :

X is fixed and has rank (K

+ 1) < T

(31)

where all terms are as previously defined.
Aitken's generalization of the Gauss-Ilarkov least-squares theorem established that the best linear unbiased estimator of the true
parameter vector B in the model of Equations (28) to (31) is the GLS
estimator 8 * :

I t is readily shown that 8 * is unbiased:
~ (*) 8
= E[(X'R-lX)-lX'O-l(XB + U ) ]

+

E[(X'Q-lX)-lX'O-lXB
(X'O-lX)-'X'ftl li]
(33)
B
E[(X'Q-lX)-lX'Q-l 151'
=B
[(X'n-lX)-lX'n-lE(Lr)1
(since X acd C2 are fixed)
~(8=
' )B
=

+
+

=

Aitken demonstrated that the GLS estimator has minimum variance in the class of linear unbiased estimators. The variance of 8 * is
given by
var (8*)
= E [ ( B *- B)(B*- B)']
= E ([ B
(X'Q-lX)-lX'O-l U - B ] [ B+ (X'w1X)-1X'Q-1 U - B ] ' ]
by Eq. (33)
= E[(X'n-lX)-lXffi-l( C T U ' ) ~ - l ~ ( ~ ' ~ - l ~ ) - l ]
(34)
= [(x'n-1~)-1x'w1~~nn-1x(x~s2-1~)-1]
by E ~ (30)
.
= u:(x'n-lx)-l

+

Unlike the classical OLS estimator, generalized least squares
yields an unbiased estimate of the error variance a: when disturbances
are autocorrelated. This is demonstrated by operations analogous to
Equations (22) to (25). The residuals in the generalized model, d:, are
defined :
ditken (1935).

0 * = Y-XB*
= Y - X(X'Q-'X)-'X'Q-l
Y
by Eq. (32)
= (XB
U) - X(X'Q-lX)-lXtQ-l (XB U)
by Eq. (28)
= (XB
U) - X(X'Q-'X)-'X'Q-lXB - X(X'0-'X)-'X'Q-'U
= XB
u - XB - x ( x ~ Q - ~ x ) - ~ x ~ ~ - ~ I I
(35)
= LT - X(X'0-1X)-'X'Q-1 c:
= [ I T - X(XIQ-lX)-'X'Q-'] U

+

+
+
+

=

nr *u

where A l * = [ I T - X(X'Q-lX)-lX'Q-l].
I t can be shown that GLS minimizes a quadratic form in the
residual vector 0 * with Q-' as matrix; that is,

is minimized.1° Direct calculation shows that JI "Q-'Jl ' = 9-l Af *. I t
follows that the expected value of the slim of squared residuals from
(Eq. 36) gives the GLS estimator of the disturbance sum of squares:
~(l*
? 'e0l*)

=

E(U'Q-lllf 'U)
E tr(U'Q-lill 'C)

(since C"Q-lM *U is scalar and
therefore equal to its trace)
=Etr(M*cUfQ-l)
(sincetrilB=trBA)
= tr(ill*u:QQ-l)
by Eq. (30)
2
= uu tr A f *
=

Hence the unbiased GLS estimate of the disturbance variance is obtained by
= ~*'Q-~.??*/(T- K - 1)
(38)
The results in this section establish that generalized least squares
provides what is in theory the optimum solution to the problems created
by autocorrelated disturbances. However, GLS presumes prior knowledge of the disturbance variance-covariance matrix Q, arid of course this
is not in general availablc. It is important, therefore, to consider some
common mechanisms that generate serial dependence in the disturbances
of regression models so that the character of Q can more readily be deduced from sample data.
Scr Theil (1971, p. 239ff.).
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SOJlE Jf ODELS FOR I'I.11 E-DEIPE:'SD155\7T DIST C'RHAXCES
TVe notcd above that to employ GLS and thereby secure efficient,
linear, unbiased estimates of H and var(8) in models with serially correlated errors, the investigator must have information about the variancecovariance matrix Q. Howcver, it is not possible to determine thc
[ T X (T 1)]/2 distinct elements of Q in a "barefoot," empirical fashion. Thereforc it is necessary to ascertain (from thc residuals of preliminary OLS regrcssions) the process generating the time-dependence and
thereby to characterize Q in terms of a smaller number of parameters.
This section considers-again a t the theoretical level-some of the most
typical processes: autoregressive and moving-average models. The
folloning section then explores how the observed residuals can be
"squeezed" to reveal the dependence proceFs that is operativc in a particular regression model in order that samplc cstimation of fi can be
undertaken.
First-Order Autoregressive Processes

+

The time-dependence model that has by far received the most
attention in the econometric literature is the first-order autoregressive
process [iiR(l)].ll Here each disturbance ul depends only on its own
previous value (the JIarkov property) and a random, "~t-hitenoise"
component. The basic model is as follows:
(fquation to br
Y , = PO C / 3 k X t k
UL
(39)
k
estimated)

+

ut = +lzit-l
- 1 < 41

"

+

+ v,

<1

(disturbance time-dependence
process)
(stationarity c.ondition)l2

(40)
(41)

Virtually all ecol~ometricstests, and niost experimental studies, focus
important exception is the literature on distributetl lags, \vtiich
on this model.
I t,reat briefly later on. Tile attention given the AR(1) process probably stems
or perhaps from a ~vidcspreadasfrom it,s mathernat,ical-st'atistical trartabilit,~sumption that L\R(I) dist,urbalice processes prevail empirically. However, since
alt,errlative models are seldom crit,ertailled, the ern1)irical regularity of *kR(1) remairis all ope11 questioli. Apparently it is also widely t)elievtd in the ec~onometric
world that relia~lceon a "t,runratedH GLS edimat,or, that is, apl~lying.lR(l)
ever1 though a higher-order process may be ol)erativc, is superior to OLS in ally
case. This would seem to he false prima facie by ;iml)ly staring a t tile Q mat,rices
that corresl~olrdt!o alternative t,ime-depelidence models. More corlvirici~lgis a
recent study Ily Engle (1973) which demonstrates that OLS domirlatcs t~runcat~ed
GLS in some iml)ortant cases. ,\lore analyt,ic (and esperimental) work along these
lines is surel! ~ieeded.
12 Stationarity implies that the u,t vary about a fixed mean (in t,his case
zero) \$-it11variance arid aut>ocovariancesilidel~entientof t,ime.

The variance of ut in the AR(1) process is derived as follo\vs:

By asslimption (41)that the ut follow a stationary stochastic process and
therefore have identical variance for all t, and by assumption (42) that
the lagged ut are independent of the random vt components, the result in
Eq. (43)becomes
2

2 2

+ 'J?

= '$l'Jt,
bu - 41bu = u?
2
a:(l - 4,) = cr?
ffu

2

2 2

(44)

2 = 6?/(1 - 41) = YO
2

where yo denotes the variance of u. The autocovariance and autocorrelation function for the AR(1) model (denoted ye and ps respectively) are
similarly generated. Autocovariances are derived by multiplying through
the expression for ut [Eq. (40)]by lag ut-0 and taking expectations.
Hence the autocovariance of ut and ut-1 is obtained:

+

E[ut-i(4iut-i v t ) ]
4 i ~ ( u ? - i ) E(ut-lvt)
2
by Eqs. (41) and (42)
= +la,

YI =

=

+

(45)

Parallel operations give the autocovariance of ut and ut-2:

+
+

72 = E[ut-2(41ut-1 v t ) ]
= 41E(ut--2~t--l) E(ut-2vt)
= 41E(ut-zut-1)
by Eq. (42)
= 4iri
by Eq. (41)
2 2
= 4iau
by Eq. (45)

(46)

Successive operations of the same sort would show the general
autocovariance function for a first-order autoregressive model to be

I t is now easy to derive thc general autocorrelation function for
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1(b)

0.5 0

0

-0.5

.

5

ut =

-O.8ut-i

I

I

I

I

e

10

+ vt

10 I

pe = -0.8
-1
Figure 1. Theoretical Correlograms for AR(1) Disturbance Processes.

AR(1) processes. The (auto)correlation of ut and ut*e is conventionally
defined :
cov(ujut*e)
var u
var Ut*e = p-s
=G

d---

=

~ e / a ?= ye/yo

b y Eq. (41)

It now follows directly from Equation (47) that the lag autocorrelation
function of the ut is13

l 3 Note that in the AR(1) model the autoregressive parameter 41 equals
the lag 1 autocorrelation coefficielit pl. Hence the autocorrelatioli function is
sometimes written pe = pl lei. It is also easily verified that pe = p-0 alid that

ye

=

y-0.

Equation (49) is an important result because it describes (theoretically) the autocorrelation function when the disturbance is in fact generated by a first-order autoregressive mechanism. The correlograms in
Figure 1, where e (time lags) form the abscissa and p~ (autocorrelation
coefficients) form the ordinate, illustrate the AR(1) autocorrelation function for two hypothetical cases. Notice that when there is positive autoregression (41 > 0) the pe damp off smoothly and exponentially, whereas
negative autoregression (41 < 0) produces oscillatory, exponential decay of successive ps. As we shall see in the next section, correlogram
analysis plays a central role in identifying the time-dependence process
characterizing the disturbances of a particular regression model.14
Before considering several other dependence processes to be introduced in this section, it is useful to pursue two diversions that build on
the foregoing results and motivate (somewhat belatedly) the rather abstract discussion of autocorrelated disturbances and GLS estimation
developed previously.

The Consequences of First-Order Autoregression
Simple regression models in which the disturbance and regressorfollow a stationary, first-order autoregressive process have been thoroughly investigated by econometrician^,'^ and it is worth relating some
of the results to the theoretical material presented earlier. Consider,
then, a bivariate regression model where both regressor and disturbance
are stationary stochastic AR(1) processes:

where all variables are mean deviates.
Equation (21) established that the variance of the parameter
vector 8 when disturbances are interdependent is
var ( 8 )

=

aE(xtx)-lxls2x(xlx)-l

(54)

l4 The topics developed here and in following sections by covariance
analysis in the time domain may also be approached via spectral analysis in the
frequency domain. See Dhrymes (1970, chap. 9-12), Durbin (1969), Fishman
(1969), Granger (1964), Hannan (1960, 1970),Jenkins (1961), and Jenkins and
Watts (1968).
l 5 See especially Rao and Griliches (1969).
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In the simple example of Equations (50) to (53) this general formula is
closely approximated in large samples by16

Ordinary least squares, however, routinely produces an estimate of the
variance of B equal to
var(8)

=

&:(x'x)-~

[see Eq. (15)]

(56)

In the bivariate regression model, the OLS estimate of Equation (56)
becomes

Comparison of the OLS estimate in Equation (57) to the true
variance in Equation (55) shows clearly that the conjunction of positive
or negative autocorrelation in regressor and disturbance (both are typically positive) produces a serious underestimation of var(8). For example, if $1 = X = 0.8 the bracketed ratio in Equation (55) would be

Hence OLS would underestimate the true variance of 8 by 456 percent
and inflate the t-ratio by more than 200 percent.17 I t is easy to see,
therefore, how one might erroneously conclude that a variable exerts
significant causal influence if the model in question suffers from serially
correlated errors and is estimated by ordinary least squares.

GLS as OLS after Transformation
This second diversion develops the specific matrix operations for
the BR(1) model that are implied by the general expressions presented
previously, and also illustrates how GLS estimation can be undertaken
by OLS after simple transformation of variables.
Recall that our attention is confined to equations in which disRao and Griliches (1969, appendix, eq. 1).
Actually the inflation factor is even greater because 89 underestimates
the true error variance u: [see Eqs. (24) and (27)].However, this component of the
bias becomes less significant as sample size gets large. Malinvaud (1970, p. 522)
presents a table showing the bias factor for various combinations of $1 and X that
includes the contribution of BE. Notice that when the independent variable is not'
autocorrelated the bias is small even if 41 is large.
'6

17

turbances are serially correlated but not heteroscedastic. Hence:
2
E( U U ' ) = a,Q
2

such that E(utuye) = cr,

(59)

0=0
0ZO

=ye

Previously the autocorrelation function of the ut in the A R ( 1 ) model
was shown to be
191
pe =

41

[see Eq. (49)]

The matrix expression for the disturbance interdependence represented
by Eq. (59) therefore takes the form:

(61)

Equation (60) specifies the character of the matrix Q; however,
GLS estimation requires W 1 .Recall:

8*
and

=

( x ' ~ l x ) - ~ XY ' ~ l [see Eq. (32)]

var (8*)

=

( r ~ ( ~ ' W l ~ ) - [see
l Eq. (34)J

(62)
(63)

I t is readily verified that W 1 is

The minimum-variance, linear-unbiased GLS estimates of B and var(B)
can now be secured by inserting fF1 into Eqs. (62) and (63). However,
this is rather cumbersome for the nonprogramer who does not have ac-
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cess to a computer package that performs matrix operations. I t is in
practice more convenient, therefore, to find a nonsingular transformation
matrix, say A, such that:
A'A = f),-2-1
AQA' = I
(65)
GLS estimation may then be achieved by applying OLS to the original
model after premultiplication by A.18 That is, if the equation to be estimated is premultiplied by A, such that AY = AXB AU, then OLS
applied to the transformed variables-Y*
,4Y, X * = AX, and
U * = ACT-is equivalent to GLS.
Consider the case of the OLS estimator of B in the transformed
data:

-

B,,

+

(X*'X*)-~X*'Y *
[see ~ q (911
.
[(AX)'AX]-l(AX)'A Y
(66)
[X'(AIA)X]-lX1(A'A) Y
= (X'Q-lX)-lX'OIY = B*,,,
by Eq. (65)
The equivalence can easily be shown to hold for var(B) as well. Thus
OLS regression of the transformed observations Y * and X * amounts to
GLS. The disturbances of the transformed model now of course satisfy
the classical assumptions :
=

=
=

E(CT*C*') = E'(AUCT1A')
=A~%QA~

(67)

=u : ~ ~ ~ '

byEq.(65)

=U;I

If the disturbance autocorrelation is generated by a first-order
autoregressive process and is therefore characterized by Eq. (61), the
transformation matrix A is well known to belg
1

o . . .

0

0

18.4 theorem in matrix algebra ensures that a matrix A with the properties of (65) exists for positive definite Q. See Hadley (1961, chap. 7).
l 9 See Theil (1971, p. 253).

Execution of the matrix multiplications Y * = A Y and X * = AX confirms that the transformed variables are constructed as f o l l o ~ ~ s : ~ ~

When Y:is regressed on the xitit is clear from Equation (67) that the
errors also are (implicitly) transformed :

Since the ut are assumed to follow an AR(1) mechanism it is apparent
that the errors of the revised model are

Recall that the vt are independent random variables and so the revised
model satisfies the classical assumption^.^^ Therefore ordinary leastsquares regression performed on the transformed variables Y: and ~ t
is equivalent to generalized least squares and yields minimum-variance,
linear-unbiased estimates of B and var(8).

Second- and Higher-Order Autoregressive Processes
Although AR(1) processes have received the most attention in
the literature, there is no reason to expect a priori that autocorrelation
of disturbances in time-series regression models will be generated by such
a simple, albeit appealing, mechanism. I t is probably accurate to say,
20 The scalar 1/2/-.
affects all elements of the transformed disturbance variance-covariance matrix equally and is therefore disregarded.
21 Xotice that this means the residual variance of the transformed model
estimates af rather than a;. If we retained the scalar 1 / 4 when applying
the transformation matrix A to the raw data, then a n estimate of a: would be
secured. T h a t is,
ut' = 41 ut-1
vt - 41 u t - 1 l d ' F - Z

+

u: =

vt/dm

which has variance ui; = uft/(l - 4:) = ui [see Eq. (44)l. Since GLS computer
algorithms typically disregard such scalars the estimates of error variance and
regression standard error are not comparable to the corresponding OLS statist'ics
(see the empirical examples in the following sect,ions). An informed discussion of
the problems with commonly used GLS goodness-of-fit statistics is provided b y
Buse (1973). I a m grateful to G. Markus for raising this issue.
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however, that autoregressive processes of order higher than tn-o are relatively uncommon-unless the data have cyclical or seasonal variability,
in which case appropriate dummy variables should appear in the model.
Consider, then, a regression model where the disturbance follo\vs
a second-order autoregressive scheme (AR(2)l such that ul depends on
uf-1, uf-2 and a random perturbation:
Yt

=

ut

=

$2

+

$1

$2

-

$1

+

+ ut
$lut-~ + $2ut-2 + vt
Po

<1
<1

-1<$2<1

k

1

PkXtk

(equation to be estimated)

(72)

(disburbance time-dependence (73)
process)

(stationarity conditions)

The variance of ut in the AR(2) model is conveniently derived as
follo\vs :
2
uu = E ( u ~ ) ~
= E[uf(dlut-1 $2ut-2
vt)l
by Eq. (73)
(76)
(since the only part of ut corre= $1~1 $ 2 ~ 2
u?
lated with v, is the current
perturbation v,)

+

+

+

+

Dividing Eq. (76) by u: allows the variance of the process to be expressed
in terms of $s, ps, and u::

The autocovariance and autocorrelation functions are generated
analogously by multiplying the equation for ut through by utie and
taking expectations. Accordingly the autocovariance of ul and ut-1 is
YI =

=
=

+

+

E[ut-i($iut-1
$zut-2
vt)]
$ 1 ~ ' ( ~ ? - 1 ) $zE'(ut-~ut-z) E'(ut-lvt)
by Eqs. (74) and (75)
$1~:
$271

+

+

+

(78)

Similarly the autocovariance of ut and ut-2 is derived:
72 =

=
=

E[u~-z($lut-l
dlE(ut-2ut-1)

+

$1~1

$2~:

+
+ vt)]
+ $zE(u?-2) + E(ul-2vt)
$2~1-2

by Eqs. (74) and (75)

(79)

Recalling that yo denotes a:, successive operations would show the autocovariance function of the second-order autoregressive process to be

The autocorrelation function for this model follows straightforwardly. Recall that pe is defined as follows :

Hence we need only divide the autocovariance function in Eq. (80) by
yo to obtain the AR(2) autocorrelation function:

Again our interest centers primarily on the autocorrelation functionZ2because it specifies the behavior of the pe when the disturbances
in a particular equation do indeed follow an AR(2) process. Figure 2 depicts hypothetical correlograms for various combinations of the parameters $1 and +a, Note how these correlograms contrast with the autocorrelation functions of AR(1) processes illustrated in Figure 1.
Autoregressive processes of order greater than two are likely to
be less common empirically, but are worth introducing briefly. The essentials involve minor extensions of previous results. Here the disturbance
is generated by a pth-order autoregressive scheme:

The variance of ut is easily shown to be

The autocovariance function is

Finally the autocorrelation function of a pth-order autoregressive model
is given by
These general expressions, and in particular Eq. (86), can be used
to deduce the empirical behavior of disturbances generated by an autoNote that Eq. (82) yields

+

as the expression for p l . Since
Hence p l , the starting point
of the rlR(2) autocorrelation function, may be written as: pl = & / ( I - 4 ~ ) .
22

po = 1 and p-e = pe, this becomes

4lpo

pl =

41

4zp-1

+

4 2 ~ 1 .
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pe = 0 . 6 ~ ~ --1 0.35pe-z

Figure 2. Theoretical Correlograms for AR(2) Disturbance Processes.

regressive process of any order. We pursue this further after considering
moving average models.

First-Order Moving Average Processes
An alternative class of models for time-dependent disturbances
is provided by moving average processes. In contrast to autoregressive
models, disturbances generated by moving-average schemes depend only
on a moving linear combination of random variables vt with coefficients
(1, -41, . . ., - &,). Hence a random shock v, enters the system at time
t and disturbs the equilibrium level of ut for (p 1) periods before
dissipation. The autocorrelation functions and correlograms produced

+

by moving-average processes therefore differ sharply from those of autoregressive models.
In the first-order moving-average process [MA(l)] uTehave
(equation to be estimated)
Yt = Po CPkXtk ut
(87)

+

ut
-1

E(ut)
E(vtvt*e)

= vt -

+

k

41vt-l

< 41 < 1
=

E(vt)

=

= B?
=0

(disturbance time-dependence
process)
(invertibility condition)23

(88)
(89)

E(ut_svt) = O
6 > O for all t
6#0

1

The variance of the first-order moving-average model may be
derived as follows:
E(u?)
E[(vt - hvt-i)(vt - +ivt-i)]
= ~ ( v ?) 24iE(v,-ivt)
d~(v?-i)
(91)
2
2 2
= BY
41uv
by Eq. (90)
2
B, = a?(l
44) = ro
The illA(1) autocovariance function is similarly generated. Thus
the autocovariance of ut and ut-1 is
0:

=

=

+
+

ample,

+

Parallel operations yield autocovariances of greater lag. For ex7 2 is obtained :

I t should now be apparent that in first-order moving-average processes
all autocovariances beyond lag 1 are zero. Thus the general autocovariance function for the ilIA(1) model is written:

23 The invertibility conditions for moving-average processes parallel the
stationarity conditions of autoregressive models by defining the admissible region
for the parameters
See Box and Jenkins (1970, chap. 3.3).
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Obviously the autocorrelation function of the MA(1) process,
defined by pe = ye/~o,shares the same property. Thus

and successive lag pe are zero. Therefore the general autocorrelation
functron is expressed :

The results in Eqs. (94) and (95) establish that the autocovariances and autocorrelations of the first-order moving-average process
have a cutoff after lag 1. This produces a correlogram (see Figure 3) that
is readily distinguished from the dampoff of the AR(1) correlogram

-1

L

ps

=

+0.7/[1

+ (-0.72)1

Figure 3. Theoretical correlograms for lIA(1) disturbance processes.

(Figure
ure 2).

and the decay pattern of AR(2)-AR(p) correlograms (Fig-

Second- and Higher-Order Moving-Average Processes
This discussion of second- and higher-order moving-average processes is brief since the essential results follow straightforwardly from
those developed above. Consider, then, a regression model where the
disturbance follows a second-order moving-average scheme [MA(2)]:

Yt

= Bo

+

k

&Xtk

+ ut

(equation to be estimated)

ut = vt - 41v~-~
- ~ $ 2 ~ ~(disburbance
~ 2
time-dependence
process)
42 41 < 1
(invertibility conditions)
42 - $1 < 1
-1<42<1

(96)
(97)

+

The variance of the MA(2) model is
E[(vt - &vt-1 - +2vt--2)(vt- 41vt-1 - 42vt-2)]
2
E(vt) - 241E(vtvt-l) - 2+2E(vtvt-2)
24142E(vt-lvt-z)
+;~(v%l)
433(v:-2)
= 0;
4;n;
by Eq. (99)
2
4:) =
a, = aP(1 4;
=
=

+
+

+

+ +
+ +

24 Similarly the MA(1) Q matrix contrasts sharply with that of theAR(1)
model [see Eq. (61)l:

1

E(UU')

=

+ 4;

a!

(T X T )
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The autocovariance function is derived analogously:
Y I = E(utut-1)
- E [ ( v~ 41~1-1- 42vt-2)(vt-l - 41~1-2
- 42~t-3)]
= E(vtvt-1) - 4iE(vtvt-z) - +2E(vtvt-3)
-

+
+

2
41E(vt-i)

+

= 1
72 =

+ 4;E(vt-1vt-2)
+

(101)

4142E(~t-l~t-3)
-~ZE(V
2
4142E(vt-2)
4ZE(vt-zvt-3)
4

1

~-~V~-~)

by Eq. (99)

2

E(~tut-2)

- 41~1-1- 4 2 ~ t - 2 ) ( ~ 1 - 2- 41vt-3
- E(vtvt-2) - +1E(vtvt-3) - +2E(vtvt-4)
= E[(vt

-

+

-

42~1-4)]

+
+

- 41E(vt-lvt-z)
4?~(vt-ivt-3) ~ ~ ~ ~ E
2
- 42E(vt-2)
424iE(vt-2vt-3)
4ZE(vt-2vt-4)

+

(102)

( v ~ - ~ v ~ - ~

by Eq. (99)

= -$nu?

I n generalized notation, the autocovariance function for the secondorder moving-average process is therefore :
7 0=

(-40

=O

+

414e+i)a?

8

=

hl,2

8 > f 2

Since po = yo/yo, the general autocorrelation function for the
XIA(2) mechanism follows directly:

Hence in the second-order moving-average process the autocovariance
and autocorrelation functions are aero after lag 2. The corresponding
correlograms (see Figure 4) are therefore easily differentiated from those
of autoregressive processes and lower (or higher) order moving-average
processes. hIoreover, moving-average models of higher order [1\IA(p)]
have analogous properties; that is, autocovariances and autocorrelations
exhibit a cutoff beyond lag p.

PROBLEMS O F STATISTICAL ESTIMATION AND

Figure 4. Theoretical correlograms for R.IA(2) disturbance processes.

Briefly, in the pth-order moving-average process we have
Ut = V t

- 41vt-1

- 42vt-2 -

'

. . - 4pvt-p

(106)

The ut in this model have variance
2

a, = aP(1

and autocovariance

+ 49 + 4; + . . . + 4;)

= yo

(107)
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Finally, and most importantly, the autocorrelation function of the
hlA(p) process is

Like higher-order autoregressive models, moving-average processes of
order greater than two are likely to be rare in practice, although just how
rare is essentially an empirical question.
IAl-FORLIfATIONABOUT Q: CORRELOGRAM ASALYSIS
A-1-D PSEUDO-GESERALIZED LEAST SQUARES
ESTIMATION
Previous results established that generalized least squares is the
optimum method to estimate regression models with autocorrelated disturbances. However, GLS requires knowledge of the disturbance variance-covariance matrix i2 whose [ T X ( T 1)]/2 distinct elements can
be ascertained only if the disturbance interdependence is generated by a
kno~t-nprocess. This issue led to our examination of some empirically
common, mathematically tractable models for time-dependent disturbances. After deriving the variance, autocovariance, and autocorrelation
functions of these models, we indicated that correlogram analysis is an
effective way to deduce the time-dependence process characterizing the
disturbances of a particular regression equation. Hence, given an equation that (the researcher suspects) suffers from serially correlated errors,
the magnitude and the form of the interdependence can be determined
by undertaking a preliminary OLS regression, retrieving the residuals,
and generating the empirical correlogram. The empirical correlogram
should then be compared to the theoretical correlograms of potentially
appropriate models [AR(p), lIA(p)] so that an informed specification of
a process can be made. The corresponding a,i2-I matrices and/or the
appropriate transformation matrix (earlier denoted A) are then straightf o r ~ a r d l yestimated and (pseudo) GLS estimates secured.

+

Theoretical and Empirical Correlograms
The efficacy of the procedure outlined above hinges in large part
on the comparison of empirical to theoretical correlograms, which in
practice determines the time-dependence process that is chosen. Con-

sider first autoregressive processes. Recall that the general autocorrelation function is given by
ps =

+

41~s-1

+zpe-2

+ . .. + +,p~-~

Hence in the -4R(1) case, where ut

Since pl

=

=

6'

>0

41ut-1

[see Eq. (86)]

(110)

+ vt, we have

41 in this process, Equation (111) may be written
PS =

41

[see Eq. (491

+

(112)

+

For AR(2) models, where Ur = +lut-l
+2ut-2 vt, the autocorrelafunction is
PO = 41~0-1 42~s-2
[see Eq. (82)l
(113)

+

Let pi denote the theoretical autocorrelations and 5s denote the
corresponding empirical autocorrelations. I n the context of a particular
regression equation the p; for the -4R(1) model are therefore obtained
by regressing fit on
(OLS residuals) to secure a sample estimate of
41, and then calculating iteratively pa, ps, . . ., p;:

The p; of the AR(2) process are obtained analogously. First secure sample estimates of + I and 42 from the OLS residuals by regressing
and Qt-2. The pi are then generated recursively:
Q, on
where p; = &/(I - $2) (see footnote 22). Similar operations yield the
theoretical autocorrelations for higher-order autoregressive models. The
pi derived by this procedure are theoretical in the sense that empiricalsample data are used only to estimate the parameters of 4 1 . . .
Thereafter the p: are determined entirely by the (theoretical) autocorrelation function of the time-dependence process being considered.
Derivation of the theoretical autocorrelations for moving-average
processes are more problematic. Recall that the general ?IIA(p) autocorrelation function is

+,.

Unlike the situation in the analysis of autoregressive models, the parameters 4, of moving-average processes cannot be estimated by direct least
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squares from the OLS residuals 72,. Nor can they be derived linearly from
the empirical 58 (except in the simplest case where p = 1). Hence the
theoretical p; are not readily generated prior to selection of a model.
We do know, however, that the theoretical autocorrelation function exhibits a cutoff where 0 > p (see Figures 3 and 4), so moving-average
schemes generally can be identified from the empirical correlogram
without formal comparison to the theoretical autocorrelation function.25
The empirical autocorrelations are of course obtained simply by
computing successive 58 from the OLS residuals Q,. That is, $1 equals the
and 72,-l; 52 equals the correlation of 72, and Q,-2; and
correlation of tiiLI
so on. However, the observed residuals do not perfectly reflect the theoretical disturbances, and therefore one cannot expect perfect congruence
between the empirical correlogram and that of the underlying theoretical
process. Residuals, and hence empirical autocorrelations, are "noisy,"
and the noise tends to predominate as the lag increases and the true pe
cutoff or dampoff. As Box and Jenkins put it: "Moderately large estimated autocorrelations can occur after the theoretical autocorrelation
function has damped out, and apparent ripples and trends can occur in
the estimated [empirical] function which have no basis in the theoretical
function. In employing the estimated autocorrelation function as a tool
for identification [model selection], it is usually possible to be fairly sure
about broad characteristics, but more subtle indications may or may not
represent real effects, and two or more related models may need to be
entertained and investigated further a t the estimation and diagnostic
checking stages of model building."26 We must anticipate, therefore, less
than perfect correspondence between empirical and theoretical autocorrelations, and as a practical rule should compute and analyze no more
than T / 5 or T/4 So (where T = sample size).
Since the noise in the empirical autocorrelations prevails as 0 increases, it is useful when comparing empirical to theoretical correlograms
to know whether large lag 56 are effectively zero. Follo~vingBartlett
(1946) the standard deviation of large lag 50 is closely approximated by
where p is the lag beyond which the process is deemed to have "died out."
For moderate sample sizes, R. L. Anderson (1942) has shown that
the distribution of 56, whose corresponding population value is zero, is
very nearly normal. Hence the researcher can determine whether the
25 I t is sometimes difficult, however, to distinguish moving-average
processes from autoregressive models that damp off quickly. See Ha~lllarl(1960,
~ p41ff
. .) and the ensuing discussion in this chapter.
26 BOXand Jenkins (1970, p. 177).

empirical autocorrelation function or correlogram has in fact damped off
or cut off in the fashion predicted by the theoretical process being entertained by calculating the test statistic Fs/ds,, which is distributed approximately as a unit normal deviate. The hypothesis that 5s = O(8 > p)
is then evaluated in the conventional manner.
In addition the partial autocorrelation function may be cxarnined.
Let p,s denote the partial correlation between ut and ut+s holding
ut+l . :. ut+e-1 fixed. If the disturbances follow an autoregressive process of order p, the partial autocorrelations (as well as the partial coefficients +), will be nonzero for 8 5 p and zero for 8 > p. Hence the partial
autocorrelations of a pth-order autoregressive process exhibit a cutoff
beyond lag p. Quenouille (1949) has established that the ,Zls estimated in
the sample are approximately independently distributed for 8 > p and
have standard error: 6;,, .= 1/<~. Thus the test statistic j3,/8;,,, which
is distributed as a unit normal deviate, can be used to evaluate the
= 0 (8 > p) and thereby aid in identifying the order
hypothesis that
of an autoregressive process (or the presence of a moving-average process) in the OLS residuals.27
The partial autocorrelation functions of moving-average processes
are complicated and so do not lend themselves to precise evaluation in
the sample. However, unlike the partial autocorrelations of autoregressive models that cut off after lag p, the partial autocorrelations of
disturbances generated by a moving-average process tail off or damp off
in a manner analogous to the (nonpartial) autocorrelation function of
AR(p) mechanisms (see Figures 1 and 2). Hence we have an important
duality that facilitates the choice of a model for time-dependent disturbances: pth-order moving-average processes have autocorrelation
functions that are zero after lag p, and partial autocorrelation functions
that are infinite in extent and dominated by damped exponentials
and/or damped sine waves. Conversely, pth-order autoregressive processes have autocorrelation functions that are infinite in extent and consist of mixed damped exponentials and/or damped sine waves, and have
partial autocorrelation functions that are zero after lag p.28
27 T h e tests given here and in (117), however, are designed for observed
variables ut rather than residuals Ql, which are conlputed after least-squares
fitting. Hence they should be undertaken with c a u t ~ o nand only a ~ in
d detecting
the order of the process. Exact tests for specific autoregressive models are provided by Durbin and Watson (1950, 1951) and LF7alhs (1972).Also see footnote
34.
2 8 This duality extends to other features of M.4 and XK, processes as well.
See Box and Jenkins (1970, chap. 3). Also relebant to t h ~ ssection are T. F.
Anderson (1971, chap. 5 and 61, Kendall arid Stuart (1968, chap. 47 to 5O), and
especially Rudra (1952).
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The 50 are not only noisy but are negatively biased (in small
samples) as well.2gThe negative bias poses no great difficulty when comparing empirical correlograms to the various theoretical alternatives,
since the pi are generated with empirically derived $, as starting points.
Hence the sample bias of 50 should not distort identification or choice of
the time-dependence model. I t does become troublesome, however, when
undertaking sample-based (pseudo) GLS estimation.

Pseudo-GLS Estimation
The purpose of identifying the time-dependence process follo~ved
by the disturbances is, of course, to secure GLS estimates of B, var(B),
and so on. Previous sections have developed the logic of GLS generally
(and theoretically) and have outlined the specifics for the AR(1) case.
The point to be emphasized here is that once the dependence process has
been ascertained the investigator still must rely on sample estimates of
the parameters 4, and can therefore derive only estimates of the variance-covariance matrix fi, its inverse fi-l, and the transformation matrix
il. Since 4, and pe are biased in the sample (the magnitude of the bias
depending on p,, T, and the autocorrelation of the exogenous variables),
0, & I , and d are biased as well. Hence we use the denotation pseuclo-GLS
when &, PO, fi, and A are not known exactly.
For autoregressive processes, psudo-GLS can be achieved by OLS
after transformation-and therefore without access to specialized computer programs-according to the procedures previously outlined in the
context of the AR(1) model.30 To secure small-sample regression coefficient estimates that are substantially better than those produced by
OLS, however, it is important to have accurate estimates of the 4,. Rao
and Griliches have evaluated the merits of competing estimators of 41
2 9 See Kendall (1954), Kerldall and Stuart (1968, chap. 48.3), and
llarriott and Pope (1954).
For higher-order autoregressive models the appropriate transformatiorls are
y*1 - dl - 42 - 42 - . . . - 4
1
2
;Y1
f=l

YT
*

=

LI -

Y1 - 41Y1-l- 42Yt-2 - . . . - 4pYt-p
-

1

Stt = x k t

-

-

-

=

2 . . .T

t = l ; k = l . . .K

-

41Lykl-l
- 42Xkf-2 -

f

' ' '

- 4pXkf-p

t

=

2 . . .T, k

=

1. . .k-

Notice that when GLS is undertaken in this way the intercept does not estimate
/3o but:

Po(1 - 41 - 42 - . . . - + p ) .

Direct matrix solutions are also feasible. The appropriate
are given by Wise (1955, p. 155).

matrices

in the AR(1) process,31 and Malirivaud suggests some small-sample corrections for bias.32 In AR(2) models the estimates

and

approximate fully efficient maximum-likelihood estimates and are therefore preferred to those obtained from OLS residual r e g r e ~ s i o n sIdeally
.~~
the investigator will have access to maximum-likelihood computer programs that yield the best possible estimates of the and proceed directly
to GLS, making transformation of variables unnecessary.
Specialized (nonlinear) programs are necessary in any case to
of moving-average models since, as we noted previously,
estimate the
they are nonlinear functions of the 50. Thus, moving-average processes
require rather complex operations arid are not easily handled unless ap-

+,

+,

3 l Rao and Griliches (1969). The Monte Carlo experiments (T = 20) reported in this study suggest that when the disturbance is generated by an AR(1)
process and / + I ! 2 0.3, pseudo-GLS offers a considerable itnprovement over
OLS. I find this a more appealing rule of thumb than the collventional DurbinWatson test. See Durbin and Watson (1950, 1951). Since time-series-oriented,
least-squares computer programs routinely report the Durbin-Watson d statistic
it is perhaps useful to point out that an estimate of pl is easily deduced from it.
Recall that
P I = *T=I cov(.dt at-1)
Yo
var at

The Durbin-Watson d is computed:
d=

C (at - 2 2 6 - 1 1 2
C

Expanding the previous equation gives
d

Hence

C a? - 2C at at-1 + C a:-1
L
t
t
22

=

can be deduced as follows: 31 = 1 - d / 2
Malinvaud (1970, chap. 13.4).
33 See Box and Jenkins (1970, chap. 6.3).

51

32
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propriate computer algorithms are available.34However, it is clear that
if care is talten in specifying the form of a (time-dependence process),
and if theoretical as well as experimental results are utilized to minimize
bias in the d;,, pseudo-GLS is not only asymptotically efficient but also
dominates OLS in small samples, as Rao and Griliches (1969) have
shown.
An empirical example is surely overdue.

Presidential Popularity from Truman to Johnson

A recent, imaginative study of presidential popularity from
Truman to Johnson by John JIueller provides a useful benchmark for
an illustration of some of the theoretical points developed in previous
sections.35 lIueller was interested in developing a model to explain the
temporal decline in the percentage of the public approving the way an
incumbent is handling his job as president-a phenomenon of considerable interest for n hich there are some 299 data points (via the Gallup
Poll) from the beginning of the Truman administration in 1945 to the
end of the Johnson administration in January 1969.
lluellcr presents six equations that are based on prior theory and
the preliminary analysis of literally hundreds of regression models.
There is of course no way to determine how llueller's use of conventional
significance tests in the presence of autocorrelation might have affected
this massive process of causal inference and model reformulation. Ho~vever, each of the reported equations suffers from serious serial correlation, and undoubtedly this was also true of the unreported models examined by AIueller in preparing the published results.36
Let us reexamine JIueller's final model (his Equation 6) in some
detail. Briefly this model specifies the dependent variable-the percmtBox and Jenkins (1970) present the appropriate algorithms and provide
charts that allow one to read off estimates of the 4, given values of the empirical
&. See chap. 7 and part V. I t is also worth noting that after specification of and
estimatioll via pseudo-GLS, the transformed errors itshould of course behave as
a white-noise process. Therefore autocorrelations of the i t might be inspected to
ensure that the set of GLS residuals are indeed serially independent. Moreover, specification errors in the functional form linking Y t to the X k t can often be
detected bj- evaluating the cross-correlations of it and S k t - e . See Box and
Jenkins (1970, chap. l l ) , 15ox and Pierce (1970), Pierce (1971a, 1971b, 1972).
a Uueller (1970). See also Mueller (1973, chap. 9).
Mueller refers to the autocorrelation problem throughout his study and
notes that the Durbin-Watson statistic [which presumes an hR(1) process] is
highly significant for each equation. ,llthough this tells us nothing about the
form of the disturbance time-dependence model it does indicate that 5 1 in each
equation was sizable. See footnote 31.

"

age of the public approving the way the incumbent is handling his job as
president (yoApprove)-to be a linear function of:
1. A "rally round the flag" variable (Rally)-the length of time,
in years, since the last rally point. Rally points include the
start of each presidential term and all international events
deemed dramatic enough to give a sudden boost to the president's popularity rating.
2. An "economic slump" variable (Ecos1ump)-the unemployment rate a t the time the incumbent's term began subtracted
from the rate a t the time of the poll, but set equal to zero
n henever the unemployment rate was 101%-era t the time of the
survey than it had been a t the start of the incumbent's present
term. (A slumping economy is expected to harm a president's
popularity, but an improving economy is not anticipated to
help his rating.)
3. "Dummy" or binary variables for each presidential term,
which are designed to permit a term-by-term comparison of
the personal, idiosyncratic appeal (or lack thereof) of individual presidents (HST1, HST2, I K E I , IICE2; J F K l ; LBJl,
LBJ2).
4.
"coalition of minorities" (-lIincoals) variable, term-by-term
(HST1 * llincoals, HST2 * ;\Iincoals, . . ., LBJ2 * ;\Iincoals)the length of time, in years, since the incumbent was inaugurated or reelected, multiplied by the appropriate presidential
term, dummy variable. I t allo\$sfor the progressive alienation
of former supporters a t a rate (slope) that varies across individual terms.
5 . "War" dummy variables designed to capture the (presumably
negative) impact on presidential popularity of the Korean and
Vietnamese adventures (Warkorea, Warviet).
llueller's final equation to explain presidential popularity is
therefore expressed as follom-s:

% Approve

=

+ PI Rally + pa Ecoslump + PBHST2
IICEl + IKE2 + JFIC1
LBJl + LBJ2 + HSTl * llincoals
HST2 * -lIincoals + Pll I K E l * llincoals
IIiE2 * llincoals +
JFICl * ?\Iincoals
LBJl * llincoals +
LBJ2 * llincoals
+ Warkorea + Warviet + ul
(118)

Po

+
+
+
+
+

P4

P.5

/36

P7

pg

Pg

Plo
Plz

P13

P14

P18

Dl6

Dl7

The theoretical rationale of the model is summarized by Mueller
as follows: I t is anticipated (1) that each president will experience in each
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TABLE 1
OLS Estimates for Equation (118)
Independe~~t
Variable
Intercept (HST1)
Rally
Eco.jlump
HST2
IKEl
IKE2
JFKl
LBJl
LBJ2
HSTl*Mincoals
HST2*hIincoals
I K E l *Mincoals
IKE2*Xlincoals
J F K l *SIincoals
LBJI *SIincoals
LBJ2*Llincoals
Karkorea
Karviet

R L = 0.859

Parameter
Estimate
72.38
-6.17
-3.72
-12.42
- 2.41
-5.35
7.18
'1.02
-1.06
-8.92
-2.82
2.58
0.22
-4.75
2.53
-8.13
-18.20
-0.01

Regrehsion standard error

Standard
Error
2.19
1.03
0.61
3.53
2.98
2.90
3.10
3.89
3.21
1.33
1.35
0.81
0.ti2
1.15
8 . 43
0.79
3.39
2.77
=

5.73

F

=

100.9; L)F

=

17,281

term a general decline of popularity; (2) that this decline \\-ill be interrupted from time to time by temporary upsurges associated with international crises and similar events; (3) that the decline mill be accelerated
in direct relation to increases in uriemployment rates over those prevailing when the president began his term, but that irnprovenlent in unemployment rates will not affect his popularity one \lay or the other; and
(4) that the president will experience an additional loss of popularity if
a war is underway.
The
The OLS results for Eq. (118) arc reported in Table
residuals of this equation were retrieved and subjected to correlogram
analysis in order to deduce the form, as nell as initial estimates of the
coefficients, of the disturbance timr-depcndrnce process.
first-ordcr
autoregressive process clr.arly provides thc best fit to the cmpirical autocorrelations, although, as 1;igurc 5 indicates, thr rnlpirical function

"

'The data for t h ~ analysis
s
\$ere knldly made avallablc to me b! Proft5sor llueller. The OLS estimates In Table 1 d~ffers l ~ g i ~from
t l ~ tho<e reported
111 the publihed article because they ale based on 11uellcr's r e v i d sample of 299
obzervat~onsversus 292 used in the or~ginal\tucl!) l'hc OLS estirnatei d o , howexer, corrcspo~ldperfectly to SIueller's own rev15ed rciults, u h ~ c happear 111
Alueller (19i3, chap. 9).

Figure 3. Empirical and theoretical correlograms for Equation (118).Curved
line plots empirical autocorrelations; bar lines plot theoretical autocorrelations.

(curved line) damps off a bit more quickly than the theoretical function
(bar lines). Xote that the estimate of 41 used to generate the theoretical
correlogram (0.650) was secured by regressing .lit on &,-I. The empirical
autocorrelations were of course obtained simply by computing successive
50 from the OLS residuals (Q,)of Eq. (118). The partial autocorrelation
function also corresponded to the AR(1) pattern-that is, all ijte were
effectively zero.
Having established that an AR(1) process characterizes the disturbance time dependence, and having secured an initial guess of
Eq. (118) was reestimated by generalized least ~ q u a r e s . 3The
~ GLS
results appear in Table 2.
What difference does this reanalysis of RIueller's final model
make? The GLS estimates should not lead to causal inferences that
differ radically from those of hlueller, since we have not attempted a
complete replication of his large-scale investigation but have confined
3 8 The TROLL/^ econometric system was used to estimate the nod el. See
Eisner (1972). 0.650 was provided as the initial guess of 41, which converged to
the (maximum-likelihood) value of 0.823. Note that the opinion sample points
are not uniformly equidistant, and so the estimate of $1 is somewhat, but not
significantly, weakened. See Kendall and Stuart (1968, chap. 49.22).
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TABLE 2
GLS Estimates for Equation (118)
Independent
Variable
Intercept (HSTl)
Rally
Ecoslump
HST2
IKEl
IKE2
JFKl
LBJl
LBJ2
HSTl *Mincoals
HST2*Mincoals
I K E l *&fincoals
IKE2*hlincoals
J F K l *Mincoals
LBJl *Mincoals
LBJZ*Mincoals
Warkorea
Warviet

R2

=

0.5510

Parameter
Estimate
84.63
-4.92
-1.68
-31.12
-20.58
-14.25
-10.22
-4.52
-17.71
-17.02
-6.18
2.81
-1.15
-3.13
-9.09
-7.76
2.49
4.84

Regression standard error

Standard
Error
6.55
1.14
1.17
9.50
7.98
7.92
8.19
8.89
8.22
3.01
2.45
2.15
1.80
2.91
14.16
2.15
4.37
4.15
=

4.10a

F

=

20.3.; DF

=

17,281

0 These GLS statistics should not be compared to the corresponding OLS statistics
because they are based on the transformed disturbances A U . See the previous discussion in this chapter, especially footnote 21. Let us apply the relevant expression
in footnote 21 to get some idea of the OLS understatement of the regression standard
or average error of prediction in Equation (118). We have 8; = 8 t j l -4:
error
(see footnote 21). Noting that
= 4.1 (Table 2) and 41 = 0.823 (footnote 38), a e
may derive an estimate of the true OLS residual variance and regression standard
error: 8: = (4.1)*/1 - (0.823)2 = 52.5. The true OLS regression standard error
1s therefore 7 25, which is considerably understated by the estimate 5.73 reported in Table 1.

a

fi

6:

the example to a single analysis of a single equation (see the previous
discussion). However, the GLS estimates do indicate that substantively
nontrivial modifications of hlueller's conclusions are in order. Aloreover,
even where the thrust of -Iluellerls inferences need not be altered, the
exact GLS parameter values are surely more reliable than the OLS estimates whose true variances are needlessly large [see Equations (21) and
(2711.
The first i m ~ o r t a n difference
t
between the GLS and OLS results
involves the Ecoslump variable. The GLS estimates for this variable in
Table 2 demonstrate that the significance attributed to Ecoslump in the
OLS analysis is a spurious artifact of autocorrelation. Hence the rate of
unemployment (as transformed by Mueller) exhibits neither a statis-

tically significant nor a theoretically important influence on presidential
popularity.
The results for the presidential term dummy variables also differ
markedly across estimation methods. Here the most dramatic lack of
correspondence shows up in the parameter values rather than in the
standard errors or t-statistics. The GLS estimate of 84.6 percent for the
starting point of Truman's first-term popularity rating (HST1)-which
as the null case in the dummy variable formulation is given by the intercept term-provides a much better fit to the empirical data than does
the OLS estimate of 72.4 percent.39 Indeed Mueller's analysis of the OLS
residuals led him to make special note of the poor performance of the
model in accounting for Truman's extremely high initial popularity in
the aftermath of Roosevelt's death. Xaturally the remaining term dummies, which are interpreted as deviations from the Truman starting
point, have correspondingly larger absolute values. The Truman llincoals or rate of alienation slopes (HSTI * llincoals, HST2 * Alincoals)
are also larger (negative) in the GLS results. Again the GLS estimates
outperform the OLS results in capturing the dynamics of the enormous
decline in Truman's popularity-especially during the first few years of
his incumbency.
Finally the GLS results indicate that llueller's inferences concerning the influence of undeclared war should be modified. The OLS
estimates suggest that the Korean expedition had a dramatic negative
impact on Truman's popularity, whereas the involvement in Vietnam
had no independent effect on the mass public's approval of LBJ. llueller
attributes this rather disconcerting outcome to the collinearity of the
hlincoals variables and the war dummies-and to the fact that Korea
became "Truman's War" in a way that Vietnam never became "Johnson's War." The GLS parameter estimates and t-statistics demonstrate
that the latter explanation is unnecessary and erroneous. Xeither war
dummy coefficient is sizable, significant, or even has the anticipated sign.
A more plausible interpretation is that RIincoals variables have absorbed
the antiwar effect along with other alienating factors in both cases.

I N T E R D E P E N D E S T DISTURBALVCES A N D
D Y N A M I C FORMULATIONS

Lagged Endogenous Variables and
Autocorrelated Disturbances
Thus far our examination of statistical estimation and causal inference in regression equations with serially correlated disturbances has
3g

198-201).

Time plots of the popularity data are provided by Mueller (1973, pp.
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been confined to static models-that is, independent variables have been
exclusively exogenous and time has not appeared in an essential way.
Although OLS estimation of such regression models gives rise to a number of statistical pathologies and frequently leads to erroneous causal
inferences, we have seen that the coefficient estimates remain unbiased.
This no longer obtains in truly dynamic models, which incorporate
lagged endogenous variables on the right-hand side,40because it is well
known that the conjunction of lagged yt-0 and autocorrelated disturbances produces biased and inconsistent
Hence, even if the
researcher has an infinite number of empirical observations a t his disposal, the OLS estimates do not converge to the true parameter values.
The point is readily demonstrated for some simple cases. Consider the following bivariate equation where both regressor and disturbance follow a stationary, stochastic first-order autoregressive process :42
yt = Pyt-1

+ ut

(equation to be estimated)

(119)

where yt is a mean deviate.
ut

=

$lut-l

+ vt

(disturbance time-dependence process) (120)

-l<P<l
(stationarity conditions)
-1

<$I

(121)

<1

E(ut) = E(vt) = E(u~-BY~)
= E(yt-~vt) = OJfor 0 > 0 and all t
(122)
If we lag Equation (119) one period and multiply through by 41
we obtain
$1yt-1 = $lPyt-2 f $1Ut-1
-

-

This yields a useful expression for the autoregressive component
of the disturbance in the original model-$lut-l :

Hence the original model [Equation (119)l may be written

4 0 For an especially good treatment of the theoretical differences between
static and dynamic models in the econometric c o ~ t e x see
t Christ (1966).
4 1 A consistent estimator is defined: plim /3 = P, where plim denotes "in
the probability limit." .2nAalternative but not identical formulation is "consistency in mean square": E(P - P)2+ 0 as 11; + a .Hence a consistent estimator
is one whose bias and variance converge to zero as sample size becomes infinite.
4 2 An exhaustive treatment of this case is provided by Griliches (1961).

I t is now obvious that application of ordinary least squares to the
equation as initially specified is equivalent to the classic omittedvariables situation in which the coefficient estimate of the included
variable yt-1 picks up some influence of the excluded variable yl-2.
More precisely, it is well known that if the "true" equation takes
the form

and the investigator mistakenly omits variables and estimates some
subset of the true function, then, in the probability limit, the OLS estimates of the included parameters will be

where P k denotes the true parameter of the kth included variable; 0, denotes the true parameter of the jth omitted variable; bjk denotes partial
coefficients from the (multivariate) auxiliary regressions of each omitted
variable on all included variables; and * denotes m ~ l t i p l i c a t i o n . ~ ~
In the example a t hand, we have (P $1) as the true coefficient
of the included variable yt-1, and -$I@ as the true coefficient of the
omitted variable y,-2 [see Equation (125)]. The OLS estimate of 0 in the
original model will therefore be

+

plim
plim

plim

b = (P + $1) + [-$I@ * plim but-a, ,t-11
b = (P + $1) + [-$ID * plim b1

by the stationarity assumption of
Eq. (121)
(127)
( $ 1 *~ plim 6) = (P $1)
plim fi(l $I@)= (P $1)
plim b = (P $1)/(1 41P)

b+

+

+
+
+

+

I t is clear, therefore, that ordinary least squares renders inconsistent
parameter estimates for dynamic models with temporally dependent
43 A matrix demonstration easily proves this result. If the "truth" is
XIBl XzBz
U , and the estimated model is Y = XlB1, then the OLS
estimates in the misspecified equation are given b y 81 = ( X ; X l ) - l X ; Y [see
E q . ( 9 ) ] .Substituting in for Y yields 81 = ( X i X 1 ) - (X I X I ) B l f (X;Xl)-'
( X ; X 2 ) B z + ( X ; X l ) - l X ; U . I n the probability limit this becomes plim 81 =
Bl
[A&], where A = ( X ; X l ) - l X i X 2 and the bracketed expression gives
the asymptotic bias. For further analysis along these lines see Griliches (1957)
and Theil (1957). We focus exclusively on asymptotic properties in this section

Y

=

+

+

+

because all estimators of dynamic models exhibit small-sample bias. Only consistency or asymptotic unbiasedness can be preserved by the estimation methods
to be introduced shortly.
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disturbances. I n simple autoregressive models of the sort in Equations
(119) to (122), the asymptotic bias is
plim

(j- p )

41(1 - P 2 )

=

(1

+ 410)

and hence is positive (overestimating the impact of yt-1) whenever
is
positive.44 As a result the causal influence attributed to lagged yt-8 in
autoregressive equations is commonly exaggerated.
AIoreover the 01,s residuals no longer accurately reflect the true
underlying disturbances. This, of course, folloas directly from the fact
that the lagged yt-0 have a tendency to absorb the systematic component
of the disturbances. Hence the previous procedures cannot be used to
ascertain the structure of the disturbance time dependericc since the
residual estimatcs of 9, and p8 as well as thc Durbin-Watson statistic
will bc biased, even in unlimited s a m p l ~ s .111
~ j contrast to the comparatively minor, small-sample bias in the models of the previous section, the
asymptotic bias of $1 in autoregressive models can be severc, especially
when $1 is largc and P is small. Spccifically, for the model in Equations
(119) to (122) it is casily shown that46
plim

$1

+ 41)
+ P+i)

P91(P

=

(1

so that the asymptotic bias is
plim ($1 - d l )

=

- 9 i ( 1 - P2)
(1
91P)

-

+

Thus the bias in $1 is equal in size but opposite in sign to that of the regression coefficient estimate j,and so conventional tests applied to the
OLS residuals underestimate the true magnitude of the serial correlation.
The bivariate autoregressive model of Eq. (119) is useful for
44

plim(fi
[(P

Thls result is d e r l v ~ d as follows. Asymptotic bia5 is d;fined as
and we know plim P to be (P 91) /(1
+ID). Thus plim(/3 - P) =

- /3)

+ 91) + 91P)I - P

=

+

+

+
alternative n a y to derive the result

P - 91P2)l(1 + 41P)

=

+

+

[(P
91) - P(1
91P)l/(l
- P2)1/(1 91P).

+ 91P)

=

(P

+ 91 -

(125) is to notlce that
(-41P). Since P is by
definition the first-order autocorrelation coeficie~ltpl, it follons that 3
/ = pl =
q51 /(1 - 92) = (P
/(1
&P) (see foot~lote22). Hon ever, the omittedy, is an AR(2) process with

+

41

+

=

(P

111 Equatloii

+ 91) and 92

=

variables approach u e have take11 here nil1 be useful when con5idering more
complex formulations later on.
4 j See Nerlove and Wallis (1966) on the inal)~)ropr~ateiiess
of the LlurbinWatson statistic in dy~lamicmodels. Durbin (1950) ha5 developed ari autocorrelation test statistic deslg~ledespecially for such situat1ori5
46 See Alalinvaud (1970, chap. 14.5).

illustrating some basic results, but applied problems are rarely so simple.
I n practice, dynamic models usually incorporate one or more exogenous
variables which, as hlalinvaud's Monte Carlo experiments have shown,
reduce (but do not eliminate) OLS bias." Equations (130) to (133) provide a morP realistic example, where, for ease of exposition, we again
assume that the disturbance follows an AR(1) process:
yt

=

Pyt-1

+ yxt + ut

(equation to be estimated)

(130)

where all variables are mean deviates and st is an exogenous variable
independent of ut.
ut

=

41ut-1

-l<P<l
-1<41<1
E(ut)

=

=

+ vt

(disturbance time-dependence process) (131)
(stationarity conditions)

E(vt) = E(u~-ev,)
for 6 > 0 and all t
E(yt-evt) = O

Equation (130) might have included additional lagged yt-o and
contemporaneous or lagged rlctwithout furidamentally affecting the results that follow. Kote that we assume xf to be a genuirie exogenous
variable independent of ut, but of course this is not true of yt-l, n-hich is
necessarily linked to u, via the serial dependence.
Performing operations analogous to Eqs. (123) to (125) generates
the followi~igexpression for the systematic component of the disturbances :
Combining Eqs. (130) and (131) of the original model and substituting
(134) for 41ut-1 allou-s the equation for yt to be rewritten as

Again it is apparent that the dynamic equation in (130), whose
disturbance follo~vsthe mechanism in (131), may be transformed into a
more tractable omitted-variables problem. Hence
have (P 41)
and 7 as the "true" coefficients of the included variables yt-1 and x,,
and -4lP and -417 as the "true" parameters of the omitted variables
y,-2 and rt-l. I t follows straightforwardly from Eq. (126) that OLS ap-

+
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plied to the original equation does not consistently estimate P and y, but
rather:

\\here $1 plus the bracketed expression in (136) is the asymptotic bias
of the bracketed expression in (137) is the asymptotic bias of ?; and *
denotes multiplication.
These results admit a variety of possibilities, but clearly the most
common is an overestimate of /3 (the coefficient of yt-l) and an underestimate of y (the coefficient of z t ) . 4 7
Therefore OLS estimation of dynamic models nith autocorrelated disturbances typically produces upwardly biased coefficients for the lagged y,-0 and donnn-ardly biased
.
the lagged dcpend(toward zero) coefficients for the exogenous . c ~ ~Since
cnt variables tend to dominate the outcomes of such equations (partially)
at the expense of exogenous influences, this leads to erroneous inferenccs
about the importance of the dynamic terms. Finally the essentials of the
rpsults dcvcloped for simple autorcgressive models ronccrning the
asymptotic bias in $1 and $1 obtain here as well. OLS residuals cannot
therefore be used to determine the structure or the magnitudc of the
disturbance time dependence.
So far we have shown that thc parameters secured from OLS
estimation of models nith lagged endogenous variables and serially correlated disturbances do not accurately asscss the true magnitudc of
causal ineuences. AIorcover correlogram and relatcd analyses arc no
longer feasible, and so pseudo-GLS estimation cannot be undertalien in
the usual \yay. This brings us to an examination of estimation methods
that are appropriate to the problem.

6;

Estimation Methods for Dynamic Models
with Serially Correlated Errors
If the structure as well as the parametcrs of the disturbance timedependence proccss are 1;nolvn a priori, then the special estimation pro4 W o t e , however, that /3 is inflated less here than i11 the pure auto< 0, that is, if the disturbances are negatively
regressive model of Eq. (119). If
autocorrelated, then the consequences are just the opposite: uliderestimatioli of /3
and overestimation of y. However, negative serial correlation is rare except in
certain types of transformed, distributed lag models. See Griliches (1961, 1967)
and Wallis (1969). I t should also be pointed out that these basic results apply to
cross-section based models that incorporate lagged endogenous variables,
although in such situations it is not possible to determine the structure of the
disturbance autocorrelation.
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cedures developed in what follou~sneed not be considered-one may
proceed directly with generalized least squares. It is obvious, however,
that such knowledge is rarely, if ever, available in practice, and so we
are left with two realistic situations that regularly arise in applied research.
First consider the case where the form but not the parameter
values of the interdependence process is
Suppose, for example,
we have a model of the sort in Eq. (138) whose disturbance can be assumed to follow a first-order autoregressive process.

It was demonstrated earlier [see (135)l that the y t in this model satisfy
the revised equation:

Since the disturbance term vt of the revised model is serially un-

correlated, Eq. (140) has all the desirable properties for least-squares
estimation. Two methods are available to derive the parameters (Ply)
and (61. The first involves sin~ultaneousestimation of the coefficients
(subject to the nonlinear constraints) via an appropriate nonlinear regression program.50 Convergence to the true parameter values, or indeed
to any values a t all, is of course not guaranteed but is probable if the
investigator provides good starting guesses for the iterative search procedure employed by most nonlinear algorithms. For example in Eq. (140)
starting guesses in the range 0 < 41 < 1 and 0 < P < 1 (that of y
would depend on the substantive context) nould surely make convergence to the true parameter values more likely than relying entirely on
the default options of the available nonlinear program. Although simultaneous, nonlinear, iterative, and related search techniques are con4 9 'I'yplcally such lnforrnatlon is based on prior theory. See, for example,
Davis, Dempster, and ~1711darsky'ssecond model for congressional budgeting
behavior (1966). Perhaps the best-known example of a theoretically defined
process derives from distributed lag models ~ r ei conomlcs. The most common
formulation 1s y t = a C?=O
XBxt-0
ut, where I X I < 1 and ut 1s white noise.
Subtracting Xyt-l ~ ~ r o d u c ethe
s estlmatirlg cquatlon y t = axt+ Xyt-1
ut Xut, where the dl.turbance rion follo\vs an MA-l(l)process. An erlormous econometric literature deals nlth the specificat~onand estlmatlon of such models. The
former 1s s u n eyed by Grlllclies (1967) and the latter 1s revlen ed by --llgner (1971).
d comprehens~vetreatment on both counts is provided by Dhrhrnes (1971). T h e
estlmatlori techniques developed by Box and Jenklns (1970), although largely
lgnored In economlcs (.-llgner excepted), are also relevant here
j0 For example, see Marquardt (1963).

+

+
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ceptually complex and computationally expensive, the limited experimental evidence indicates that such methods perform very well even in
small samples.51
A second way to estimate the coefficients of Eq. (140), and hence
indirectly those of Eq. (138), is by direct application of OLS. Thus the
estimating equation is

+

Since we know that a1 = (p +I), a a = y, a 3 = -+I@, and a4 = -+lyl
the parameter estimates of interest are readily deduced as follows:

61 =

A

P

- (&4/82) = - (,--+1~/9)
= (al - $11 = (P
+I) - 61

9

= 0;2

+

(142)

Alternatively we might retain only the estimate of the AR(1) parameter
41 from Eq. (142) to generate f2, f b l , or the transformation matrix A,
and then reestimate the original model via pseudo-GLS. This should
yield somewhat sharper estimates of @ and y.
The principal limitation of the procedures developed above is the
requirement of prior knowledge of the form of the interdependence. The
desirable propertics of GLS are not in general preserved if the timedependence process is incorrectly specified-indeed, the investigator who
procceds on the basis of a misspecified process may do more damage than
good. For example, a study by Robert Engle (1973) demonstrates that
even in the low-order autoregressive world, OLS can be vastly superior
to GLS whcn fi is truncated. In particular, Engle shows in the context
of a simple model with one exogenous regressor that if the true disturbance is AR(2) and the process is mistakenly assumed to be AR(l), OLS
may dominate GLS.
Since prior knowledge about the structure of the disturbance time
dependence is not typically available for models of interest to sociologists
and political scientists, it is probably more useful to examine the case in
which neither the form nor the coefficients of the interdependence process are linown in advance. Consider, then, a model of the sort in Eq.
(143), where the ut are autocorrelated but the mechanism producing the
serial dependence is not known a priori.

What is required to obtain consistent and efficient estimates of
the parameters in Eq. (143)? Consistency alone may be secured by using
51

See Dhyrmes (1971, appendix), llorriso11 (1970), and Sargerit (1968).

a two-stage instrumental variables (IV) procedure which parallels the
two-stage least-squares solution to the simultaneous equations problem.
In the first stage the systematic part of the lagged endogenous variable
is created by regressing y,-1 on the exogenous, instrumental variables
xkl and xkl-1. That is, we perform the regression:

Hence the systematic part of yl-1, designated as $1-1, is

Consistent estimates of the parameters of the original model are now
straightforwardly obtained by replacing yl-1 with its "purified" counterpart Ql-l in a second-stage OLS r e g r e ~ s i o n : ~ ~

+

where wl = ut p$t-l.
All variables are now asymptotically uncorrelated with the composite disturbance wl. This is assured because the current and lagged
xkl are uncorrelated in the probability limit with the ul by assumption,
and are uncorrelated in the sample with the ft-1 by construction. Since
$,-I is created from a linear combination of the xkt, it too is asymptotically uncorrelated with the composite disturbance wl. Hence the twostage IV method of Eqs. (145) and (146) is robust against all forms of
serial dependence and renders consistent estimates of P and rk.53 HOWever, IV estimation may produce a considerable loss of precision, and
although it is generally superior to OLS in large samples, the smallsample evidence has not been e n ~ o u r a g i n g . ~ ~
i 2 Equivalently one may proceed uith class~c1V estimatio~land use gt-l
as an instrument ~nsteadof actually replacing yl-L\vith it. The estimating equat ~ o nuould then be B = (zrx)-l z'y, where l? = ( P , ? k ) ; z = ( f i t - l , x k t ) ; and x =
(yt-l,xkt).See L ~ v i a t a n(1963).These procedures are easily adapted to the general
case of m lagged endogeneous variables as long as there are suffic~entinstrumental
variables available-a
condition known as the zdentification problem In the
simulta~leousequat~onsliterature. See Fisher (1966, 1970) and H ~ b b s(1973).
i3 Provided that fil-l and xkt are not connected by linear i d e n t ~ t ~ ethat
s;
IS, the current xkl and the lagged xkt-l must not be connected by nonstochastic,
linear, first-order difference equations. Also, note that Eq. (146) does not y ~ e l d
appropr~ateestimates of R2, uu,and so on. These are der~vedby uslng the cons ~ s t e n et st~matesof @ and -yk from Eq. (146) in conjunction 1~1ththe original data
and model to generate goodness of fit and error T. ariance statistics. See E q . (147).
j4 See Llal~nvaud(1961), Morriso11 (1970), Sargent (1968), and

(1967).
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I t is therefore advantageous to utilize, but extend further, the IV
procedure in order to secure more efficient pseudo-GLS estimates. This
is undertaken as follows. First use the consistent estimates of P and yk
from the second-stage IV regression of Eq. (146) in conjunction with the
original data and model to form estimates of the original disturbances
ut. That is, calculate .ict:

a=

YI

-

[byt-i

+ F An,]

Unlike the zit obtained from direct OLS analysis of the initial model, the
residuals derived from (147) are deduced from consistent parameter estimates applied to the original data. Accordingly they may be subjected
to autocorrelation-correlogram analysis in order to determine the structure [AR(p), ,lIA(p)] and coefficients 4, of the disturbance time-dependence process via the procedures described p r e v i o u ~ l y . ~ ~
I t is now easy to secure consistent pseudo-GLS estimates of
(P,yk) and var(b,?k) :
3 * = (xfQ-lx)-lxfQ-l y
(1.28)
or alternatively
8 * = (X'fX ')-lX y *
var(8 *) = ~:(X'&~X)-'
(149)
or alternatively
var(B*j = r % ( ~ " X * ) - l
*f

where X denotes a matrix of right-hand side variables (I-',-I, X,) ; X * denotes a matrix of transformed right-hand side variables (AY,-1, AX,) ;
Y * denotes a vector for the transformed dependent variable A Y,; and
2 * denotes a vector of GLS estimates (b *,? *).
The existing Monte Carlo evidence, based on artificial samples of
50 observations, demonstrates that the IV-ULS method outperforms
OLS and IV alone for models such as Ey. (143), whose disturbance is
There is no reason to believe that IV-GLS
first-order autoregre~sive.~6
performs less well in situations where the form of the process is not assumed in advance, although this surely deserves further investigation.ji
At this point a substantive example is clearly in order.
5 5 If correlogram analysis indicates that a moving average process is
operative, then nonlinear estimation of the 4, is necessary when p > 1. The 4,
estimates should also be corrected for small-sample bias before undertaking
GLS. See my discussion and footnotes 31-34 for the particulars.
j6 See Wallis (1967).
5 7 Two points should be added here. First, although the IV-GLS method
is based on a consistent estimate of 0 and therefore yields consistent parameter
estimates, the latter are not asymptotically efficient (unlike the case considered

Dynamics of Pre-World War I Arms Races
As an example of the issues surrounding the estimation of dynamic equations with autocorrelated disturbances, in which both the
structure and the coefficients of the time-dependence process must be
deduced from sample data, we reevaluate the British arms expenditures
equation from C'houcri and North's research on the causes of World
War I.58 Choucri and North's work is an impressive effort to model the
most important dynamic interrelationships among the six great powers
(Great Britain, Italy, France, Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Russia)
that ultimately led to the outbreak of World War I. Naturally arms
expenditures play a central role in the model.
In their single-equation analyses, Choucri and North specify
Great Britain's defense expenditures during the 1871-1914 period
(GB-Milst) to be a linear function of:
1. Defense expenditures during the previous year (GB-Mil$,-1)
-the dynamic term representing the independent influence
of bureaucratic-organizational momentum.
2. The sum of the previous year's defense expenditures of nonallied, competitor nations in the six-power system (Adversarymil$^-1)-which incorporates the arms-race, adversarystimulation effect.
3. A scaled variable that measures the peak intensity of hostile
interactions over spheres of influence (Clash,)-a term scored
from 1 to 30 that includes such interactions as disputes over
patterns of influence in client states and confrontations over
control of colonial territory between Britain and the other
great powers.
4. The size of Britain's colonial area, log transformed (In Colareat)-which is designed to capture the defense imperative
of territorial-colonial expansion.
5 . A variable representing the multiplicative effect of population,
previously where only exogenous variables appear on the right-hand side).
Second, Maddala (1971) has shown analytically that if the disturbance is autoregressive it pays to iterate Eq. (148),which amounts to a n iterative solution of
the relevant maximum-likelihood equations. However, if the disturbance follows
an MA process defined b y the model in footnote 49, then Hannan's (1965) twostep GLS procedure [which uses Pt-1 instead of Yt-1 in the right-hand side of
(148)l amounts to an iterative solution of the maximum-likelihood equations.
What these asymptotic results imply for the small-sample properties of the
estimators remains to be definitively resolved.
5 8 See Choucri and North (1972a, 197213).The data for this examplewere
kindly supplied by Professor Choucri.
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or internal demands, and iron and steel production, or industrial capabilities and resources (Pop * Capabilitiest)--a measure of the domestic pressure for external expansion that is
hypothesized to be a joint function of population size and
level of technological-industrial capabilities.
The Choucri-North model for British arms expenditure during
the 44 years preceding the onset of World War I can therefore be expressed as follows:

n

GB-Mil$,

=

+ pl GB-;llilSt-1
+ p2 Adversary-,lIilSt-1 + P3 Clasht
+ p4 In Colareat + p5 Pop * Capabilitiest

po

+

(150)

ut

Table 3 reports the OLS estimates for Eq. (150). Unless great
parts of previous sections are in error, these results should exaggerate
the influence of the lagged endogenous variable GB-lLilSt-~,and understate the impact of most of the exogenous causal factors-assuming, of
course, that the disturbances are autocorrelated.
Since neither the form nor the parameters of the disturbance
time-dependence process are known, an IV-GLS procedure is appropriate. Thus we first create the systematic part of GB-,\;Ii1St-~ to obtain
consistent estimates of the regression coefficients, which can then be
applied to the original data and model to yield estimates of the true
disturbances. The relevant IV equation is
GB-,lIil$,-l

=

+ B1 Adversary-;\Iil$,-1 + Adversary-AIil$,-z
+ Clasht + Clasht-1 + In Colareat (151)
+ In Colareat-1 + Pop * Capabilities,
+ 8s Pop * Capabilities,-1

Bo

82

83

84

85

87

86

Consistent estimates of the regression coefficients in the original model
are now secured by estimating the second-stage equation:
TABLE 3
OLS Estimates for Equation (150)
Independent
Variable
Intercept
GB-3Til$c-l
Adversary-hIil$t-1
Clasht
I n Colareat
Pop*Capabilitiesl

R2

=

0.900

Parameter
Estimate
-3.61E
6
0.55
0.10
--915.03
4.08E + 5
-2.28E - 4

Standard
Error
1.11E + 6
0.10
0.03
959.07
1.24E
5
7.17E - 5

+

Regression standard error

=

+

4.37E

+4

F

=

t-Statistic
-3.26
5.73
4.01
-0.95
3.28
-3.18

68.6; DF

=

5,38

GB-hlil$,

=

A
+ PI GB-l\IilSt-1
+ Pz Adversary-l\Iil$,-1 + Clashl
+ In Colarea, + p j Pop * Capabilities,

Po

P3

+

(l,i2)

P4

wt

Finally we use the coefficients of Eq. (152) in conjunction with
the original data to form estimates of the disturbances ut:

+
+

fit = GB-Milst - [ j o 61 GB-Rlil$t-l
6 2 Adversary-Rlil$,-l
6 3 Clasht
6 4 In Colareal
6 5 Pop * Capabilities,]

+
+

+

(153)

The disturbance estimates of Eq. (153), unlike those of the OLS
results in Table 1, can legitimately be analyzed to determine the structure and coefficients of the time-dependence process. Figure 6 depicts

Figure 6. Empirical and theoretical correlograms for Equation (150). Curved
line plots emp~rlcalautocorrelations; bar lines plot theoretical autocorrelations.
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TABLE -1
6 L S Estimates for Equation (150)
Independent
Variable
Intercept
GB-R4il$l-l
Ad~ersary-llil$~_l
Clashl
l n Colarea,
Pop*Capabilitiest

R2

=

Parameter
Estimate
-5.50E
6
0.31
0.08
- 274.34
6.20E + 5
-2.51E - 4

0.593a Regreshion standard error

+

=

3.81E

Standard
Error
1.74E
6
0.14
0.03
709.48
1.94E
5
1.12E - 4

+

+

+ ia F

=

t-Statistic
-3.15
2.29
2.84
-0.39
3.19
-2.24

11.0F; DF

=

5,38

a These GLS statistics should not be compared to the corresponding OLS statistics
because they are based on the transformed disturbances A C . See the previous discussion, especially footnote 21.

the empirical (curved line) and theoretical (bar lines) correlograms of
the best-fitting model-a second-order autoregressive process nith coefficients 41 = 1.0 and 4 2 = -0.362.
I t is non possiblt, to undertake pseudo-GLS estimation of the
initial Choucri-North model for pre-World War I British military expenditures. Table 4 displays the results, nhich contrast sharply with the
biased and inconsistent OLS estimates in Table 3. As one would expect
from the statistical theory developed in previous sections, the most important difference involves thr coefficient of lagged military expenditures-it decreases in size by about 44 percent. This vitiates considerably Choucri and Korth's conclusion that the single most important
factor affecting the current defense budget is the level of the budget a t
the previous time period. The bureaucratic-organizational or incrementalist effect is simply not p r ~ d o m i n a n tFor
. ~ ~example, the standardized
regression coefficient or path coefficient of GB-1\IiISi_~(not reported
here) exceeds that of all other variables in the OLS results but drops to
third place in the GLS rcsults.
Finally the coefficient estimates of the exogenous, independent
variables also conform to statistical theory, being on the 1vhole larger in
the GLS outcomes than in the OLS results. Spccifically the parameter
of Adversary-lIilS,-1 is a bit smaller;60the parameter of Clash, remains
" 9 I suspect that a great many illcrementalist theories-\vhich
posit the
previous year's expenditure or b e h a ~ i o ras having a prevailing influence on the
current year's outcome-\vould fare rather poorly when properly estimated.
60 rllthough the military expenditure of a d ~ e r s a r ynations was specified
in the early Choucri-North work as exogenous, and has been so treated in the
replication here, it is clear from the arms race literature that .id~ersary-Mil$is

insignificant; and the coefficients of In Colareat and Pop * Capabilitiest
are significantly larger. Therefore it appears that OLS produced an inflated estimate of the causal influence of lagged expenditures while
understating the impact of colonial expansion and internal populationresource pressure.61

COAYCLCTDIAYG
REMARKS
I have argued that to proceed with OLS regression in the presence
of serially correlated disturbances can seriously impair the statistical
estimation-causal inference process. At a minimum OLS produces inflated t, F, and goodness-of-fit statistics and can lead to spurious attribution of significance to independent variables and to exaggerated claims
about the success of a model in explaining the phenomena being investigated. I n large-scale studies, where a great many equations are estimated
sequentially in order to develop final functional forms, initial errors of
inference may be compounded-because if the process of model formulation and causal inference is cumulative, then so may be the ultimate
impact of mistaken inferences made along the way.
The consequencies for estimation of dynamic models, which incorporate lagged endogenous variables on the right-hand side, are even
more discouraging. Here consistency-the
minimal property of any
estimator-is not ensured. Hence neither the absolute nor the relative
values of the causal parameters can be taken seriously.
Ideally the causes of autocorrelated disturbances should be included explicitly in an equation, thereby obviating the necessity of
pursuing rather complicated estimation techniques designed to deal
with the problem. However, this would require that the investigator
identify the systematic errors of measurement, the serially correlated
minor influences omitted from the model, and other subtle errors in
functional form that can produce interdependent disturbances. This
simply is not feasible for most models confronted in applied social research, and so we shall have to live with the difficulties of parameter
estimation via alternatives to OLS regression.
really endogenous. Hence the GLS results that give smaller coefficients and tstatistics for Adversary-Milll_l as well as for GB-Xiltl-l (and for that matter
for Clashl) are entirely compatible with the statistical theory developed above.
Choucri and North's current reformulation of the model takes these points fully
into account.
61 Note, ho\vever, that the substantial impact of the Pop*Capabilities
variable is opposite in sign to that anticipated by the Choucri-North theory in
both the OLS and GLS results.
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Finally, all t h e problems surveyed in this chapter apply t o multiequation models a s well. Recursive causal systems pose no special difficulty in t h e sense t h a t t h e techniques outlined earlier can b e straightforwardly employed.62 Simultaneous equations formulations, however,
present additional complications t h a t cannot be developed here ~ v i t h o u t
extending this essay far beyond its present length, and in a n y case have
yet t o be resolved ~ o m p l e t e l y . ~ ~
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